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Intro 
II: 1   1   4∆    4∆  :II 
 
Verse 1 & 2 
1   1   4∆     4∆   
Hands,  be like sails   feeling after every breeze 
1   1   4∆     4∆   
Tears,  fall like breakers  on the rising of the seas 
6–   4∆   1/5     37   
Blood,          feel the current  of the passion of the deep  Stubborn 
4∆   2–7   (5  5sus ) 57   
heart,    bend when the spirit breathes    Catch the 
 
Chorus 1 & 2  
6–   4∆   5  (5s  5 ) 
wind      Breathe it in  Let it fill you     Catch the 
6–   4   5   (5s  5 )   
wind  Feel it move  Let it move you    Oh be 
(2–7  1/3  )4  b7∆9  b7∆9  D.C. (to the top) 
filled with the spirit again      Catch the  wind 
b7 ∆9  b7 ∆9    

 
Bridge 
1   (1s  1 )5/7    5/7     
Spirit    move   me    Come flow   through me 
1/3   (4  4∆ )(5  5sus ) 57     
Whisper   to   me      Words of     life 
1   (1s  1 )5/7    (3s/7 37 ) 
Wind of   hea–  ven     Come          re–    store   me 
4∆   (4  4∆ )(5  5sus ) 57 

Make me   ho–  ly     In   your     sight 
     
 
6–   (4  4∆ )5   (5s  5  )  
 (Oh)      oh  oh   oh    oh 
6–   (4  4∆ )5   (5s  5  )  
 (Oh)      oh  oh   oh    oh      Catch the 



 

 

“Catch the Wind” p.2 
 
Chorus 3  
6–   4∆   5  (5s  5  ) 
wind      Breathe it in  Let it fill you     Catch the 
6–   4   5   (5s  5  ) 
wind  Feel it move  Let it move you    Catch the 
  
6–   (4  4∆ )5   (5s  5 )  
Wind       oh  oh   oh    oh     Catch the 
6–   (4  4∆ )5   (5s  5 )  
Wind       oh  oh   oh    oh     Oh be 
 
Tag 
(2–7  1/3  )4  b7∆9  b7∆9   
filled with the spirit again      Catch the  wind 
b7∆9  b7∆9  
b7∆9 ––––– 
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